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Additional Information Auxiliary Memory It is known as the lowest-cost, highest-capacity and slowest-access storage in a computer system. The central processing unit is responsible for activating and controlling the operations of other units of a computer system. Cookies allow the website to customize the pages and create a custom experience for
each individual. It is volatile memory. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students Cache memoryHard DiskDVDCD The correct answer is Cache memory. Input devices translate (or
change) human-readable information into a form understandable by the computer.6. Processing involvesa) inputting data into a computer system b) transforming input into output c) displaying output in a useful manner d) providing a relevant answerAnswer: (b)7. "Cache" is also used to refer to any temporary collection of data, either in hardware or
software. The main functions of the input unit of a computer area) It reads (or accepts) the list of instructions and data from the outside. A syntax error is an error in the source code of a program. A logic error (or logical error) is a mistake in a program's source code that results in incorrect or unexpected behavior. Types of malware include viruses,
worms, spyware, and ransomware. RAM Random Access Memory. Conversion of computer-generated results into human-readable format is the function ofa) CPU b) RAM c) Output interface d) Input interfaceAnswer: (c)9. CPU sends the signals on the control bus to enable the outputs of addressed memory devices or port devices. A uniprocessor
system is defined as a computer system that has a single central processing unit that is used to execute computer tasks. RAM stands for Random Access Memory. Cache memory is used to reduce the average time to access data from the Main memory. Most types of magnetic computer storage devices (e.g. hard disk drives, floppy disks, CD, DVD and
magnetic tape). For example, users can place items in a shopping cart, switch to another page or another site, and when they return, the site recognizes them and the current state of the cart. The difference between a bit and a byte is 7 bits. However, properly speaking, "RAM" means the type of silicon chip used to implement main memory. India’s
#1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students Secondary MemoryCache MemoryAuxiliary MemoryNone of the above The correct answer is Cache Memory. Key Points 1 gigabyte = 230 bytes =
210 × 220 bytes Since 1 megabyte = 220 bytes 1 gigabyte = 210 × megabytes 1 gigabyte = 1024 megabytes Therefore option 3 is correct. SRAM: It stands for Static Random Access Memory. Address is send from CPU to memory and I/O port. RAM is the fastest to read from and write to than the other kinds of storage in a computer. A bus that
connects major computer components is called system bus. A byte is a unit of data that is eight binary digits long. A combination of 16 bits is called a word. It is a type of runtime error that may simply produce the wrong output or may cause a program to crash while running. In computers that have an EFI (Extensible Firmware Interface), the
bootstrap loader has been replaced and is now part of the EFI BIOS. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students Tape driveUSB portkeyboardMouse The correct answer is option 1. The
memory hierarchy of a typical uniprocessor system, including registers, instruction cache, data cache (level 1 cache), level 2 cache, internal memory, and disks. It holds usually requested data and instructions so that they are immediately available to the CPU when needed. SRAM is comprised of flip-flops. PRAM: In computer science, a parallel
random-access machine is a shared-memory abstract machine. When the web browser or other HTTP application again sends a request to the webserver containing those URLs, it sends it along with the associated cookies. e) All of the aboveAnswer: (e)4. The CPU chip used in the computer system is made up ofa) Gold b) Copper c) Silicon d)
SilverAnswer: (c), Silicon is a semiconductor from which a computer chip is made. It is Volatile or temporary memory. RAM stands for random access memory and ROM stands for read-only memory. This unit creates a link between the user and the computer. USB port is an I/O device. A USB port is a standard cable connection interface for personal
computers and consumer electronics devices. Unlike logic errors, which are errors in the flow or logic of a program, syntax errors are small grammatical mistakes, sometimes limited to a single character. It is widely used in microprocessors, general computing applications, and electronic devices. They translate the computer's output into a form
understandable by the users. With a storage capacity of 680 megabytes, the CD-ROM found rapid commercial acceptance as an alternative to so-called floppy disks. To continue installing the computer's operating system, the bootstrap loader reads the boot sector of the hard drives. It is a part of BIOS (Basic Input Output System) Description ROM
Read Only Memory. A bit has a single binary value which is either 0 or 1. these are also called the primary memory of a computer. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students 1 only2 only3
only1, 2 and 3 Statement 1: An address generated by the CPU is commonly referred to as a logical address. ∴ Statement 1 is false. It is covered with a magnetic coating and stores data in the form of tracks, spots, and sectors. The storage capacity of a common floppy disk is 1.44 MB. The working memory of a computer, also known as random-access
memory. b) It converts these instructions and data in computer acceptable format. The Communication between the components in a microcomputer takes place via the address and data bus. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free
Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students ROM is a non-volatile memory that permanently stores instructions for your computer. A semantic error is a violation of the rules of the meaning of a natural language or a programming language. Magnetic Disk: A magnetic disk is a storage device that uses a magnetization process to write, rewrite,
and access data. Read-only memory (ROM). Stores information temporarily. Cookies provide a way for the website to recognize you and track your preferences. The three main parts of central processing unit (CPU processor) isa) ALU, Control Unit, and Registers b) ALU, Control Unit, and RAM c) Cache, ALU, and RAM d) Control Unit, RAM, and
CacheAnswer: (a), the Control Unit, Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU), and Registers of a computer system are jointly known as the Central Processing Unit (CPU).19. ∴ Statement 2 is false Statement 3: Memory management unit (MMU) translates a logical or virtual address to a physical address. semantic errors are the hardest to debug because the
interpreter provides no information about what is wrong. Address bus: It is unidirectional in nature. Cookies consist of a series of URLs (addresses) for which they are valid. Fast access to these instructions increases the overall speed of the software program. MP3 fileMicroprocessorMagnetic diskStorage medium Option 4 : Storage medium The
correct answer is Storage medium. DDR-RAM: It stands for Double Data Rate Synchronous Dynamic Random-Access Memory. Input Unit:- This unit contains devices with the help of which we enter data into the computer. RAM is fast though it is volatile, which means it will not retain data if there is no power. These are the computer memory that
transfers the data twice as fast as regular chips like SDRAM chips because DDR memory can send and receive signals twice per clock cycle as a comparison. The hardware allows data to be passed through a device. Random-access memory (RAM) is a type of computer memory that allows data and machine code to be read and modified in any order.
It is the smaller and fastest memory component in the computer. CPU performs all types of data processing operations. Additional Information Memory unit:- It is the amount of data that can be stored in the storage unit. Hence, Option 2 is correct. It connects the CPU, memory and I/O modules. After the memory unit is manufactured, data contained
in ROM cannot be electronically changed. CD-ROM for "Compact Disc Read-Only Memory". It has a strong coating above the magnetic metallic oxide in order to protect the major components. The drive then feeds the data to a computer for processing. In computers and other electronic devices, read-only memory (ROM) is a form of non-volatile
memory. Statement 2: An address seen by the memory unit is commonly referred to as the physical address i.e. Memory is accessed using the physical address. The bootstrap loader loads the operating system for the machine into memory if the POST is successful and no problems are found. When you add two numbers using this app and if it shows
you a wrong total, then we can say this app has a bug. Key Points A computer has only one processor which is known as Uniprocessor. The central processing unit and memory are located on thea) expansion board b) motherboard c) storage device d) None of theseAnswer: (b)13. Faster memory than ROM. Bit stands for binary digit. RAM, which
stands for random-access memory, which temporarily stores data while the central processing unit (CPU) is doing other tasks. This is a read-only memory. A CD-ROM drive uses a low-power laser beam to read digitized (binary) data that has been encoded in the form of tiny pits on an optical disk. Explanation: Data bus: These are used to send data to
memory and output ports and to receive data from memory and input port. The bootstrap loader first conducts the power-on self-test, also referred to as POST, when the machine is switched on or restarted. USB ports allow USB devices to be connected to each other and transfer digital data over USB cables. It is used for backup purpose.
wordnibblememory blockbyte The correct answer is a word. For example, a missing semicolon at the end of a line or an extra bracket at the end of a function may produce a syntax error. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free
Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students CacheI BeamROMHypertext Link The correct answer is Cache. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students Faster memory than
RAMVolatile memorySmaller in size than RAMSequential access memory Option 4 : Sequential access memory Cache memory, also called CPU memory, is a random access memory that a computer microprocessor can access more quickly than it can access regular RAM. Computer memory is any physical device capable of storing information
temporarily, like RAM (random access memory), or permanently, like ROM (read-only memory). Additional Information The basic purpose of cache memory is to store program instructions that are frequently re-referenced by software during operation. Read-only memory, also known as firmware, is useful for storing software that is rarely updated
during the life of the device. It is executed by the processor automatically when the device is turned on. Optical discs. The main function of the central processing unit is toa) carry out program instructions b) process data and information c) control all external and internal devices d) perform arithmetic and logical operations e) All of the aboveAnswer:
(e)20. The memory of a computer is measured in Bytes The storage capacity of a hard disk is measured in Megabytes, Gigabytes, and Terabytes. Concept:- Block devices are nonvolatile mass storage devices whose information can be accessed in any order. Additional Information Character devices: A character device is one with which the driver
communicates by sending and receiving single characters (bytes, octets). Key Points A cookie is a small text file (up to 4 KB) created by a website that is stored in the user's computer temporarily for only that session or permanently in storage. And memory block size can be of any size. It is used in the normal operations of a computer after starting up
and loading the operating system. Hard disks, zip disks, and floppy disks are common examples of magnetic disks. Key Points The smallest unit of data in a computer is called Bit. Data gets erased when the power supply is off. Which functional component of the computer system is responsible for the computing?a) RAM b) CPU c) Input d) Both a and
bAnswer: (b), In a computer system, all major calculations (arithmetic and logical operations) and comparisons are made inside the CPU. The basic function performed by the output unit isa) to convert the coded results produced by a computer to a human acceptable (readable) form. Which of the following units of measurement are used with the
computer system?a) Bytes b) Kilobyte c) Megabyte d) Gigabyte e) All of theseAnswer: (e)12. It is then possible for the machine to access, load, and operate the operating system. They make a connection between user and computer. The major basic functions performed by a computer area) Data and Instructions are accepted as input. It is a nonvolatile memory. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students The correct answer is option 1 i.e ROM The startup instructions are stored on ROM in a computer. India’s #1 Learning
Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students pascalcontrol unitCPUmemory Central Processing Unit (CPU) consists of the following features: CPU is considered the brain of the computer. India’s #1 Learning
Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students 1391 megabytes1024 kilobytes1024 megabytes1150 megabytes Option 3 : 1024 megabytes The correct answer is 1024 megabytes. Key Points Cache memory It is a
high-speed storage area for temporary storage. Which of the following is the main circuit board of computer system unit?a) Registers b) CPU c) Motherboard d) RAMAnswer: (c)15. d) All of the aboveAnswer: (d)5. Magnetic tape data storage is typically used for offline, archival data storage. It uses magnetic technology (nowadays optical technology
for storing data). Array Processor performs computations on a large array of data. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students The correct answer is RAM. Plug-in cartridges containing
ROM can be used to distribute software applications (such as video games) for programmable computers. "Random" means that the memory cells can be accessed in any order. Additional Information The memory is permanently installed on your computer. Word "size" refers to the amount of data a CPU's internal data registers can hold and process
at one time. Key Points The term "memory" is often synonymous with the term "primary storage". The hardware in which data is stored permanently for a computer system isa) Registers b) Bus c) Secondary memory d) Main memoryAnswer: (c)16. Data processing cycle consists ofa) input cycle and output cycle b) input cycle, output cycle, and
processing cycle c) output cycle and processing cycle d) data transforming and refining cycleAnswer: (b)10. This volatile memory is typically integrated directly with the CPU chip or placed on a separate chip that has a separate bus interconnect with the CPU. The most common examples of auxiliary memories are magnetic tapes and magnetic disks.
India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students The Correct Answer is BIOS. So, let’s start practice.Computer Organization and Architecture MCQs1. USB stands for Universal Serial Bus, an
industry standard for short-distance digital data communications. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students The correct answer is DRAM. Additional Information Memory Size is as
follows: Term Size (in the power of 2) Byte (B) 8 bits Kilobyte (KB) 210 bytes Megabyte (MB) 220 bytes Gigabyte (GB) 230 bytes Terabyte (TB) 240 bytes Petabyte (PB) 250 bytes Exabyte (EB) 260 bytes Zettabyte (ZB) 270 bytes Yottabyte (YB) 280 bytes India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice
Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students The Correct Answer is ROM. Key Points The permanent memory of a computer is known as ROM(Read-only memory). A Bug produces an incorrect or undesired result that deviates from the expected result or behaviour. It is commonly used to
store working data and machine code. Which of the following is the brain of any computer system?a) ALU b) CPU c) RAM d) Control unitAnswer: (b)17. MP3 provides near CD-quality audio. Hard disks, floppy disks, and CD-ROMs are examples of block devices. Key Points Tape Drive:- A tape drive is a data storage device that reads and writes data on
a magnetic tape. Cache memory, also called CPU memory, is random access memory (RAM) that a computer microprocessor can access more quickly than it can access regular RAM. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download
App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students I/O busData busAddress busControl lines Concept: A group of wires called bus is used to provide necessary signals for communication between modules. Computer memory operates at a high speed, for example, random-access memory (RAM), as a distinction from storage that provides slow-to-access
information but offers higher capacities. Memory consists of four types of memory chips RAM, ROM, CMOS, and flash. Key Points DRAM: It is dynamic random access memory and is widely used as a computer's main memory. Microprocessor: A microprocessor is an electronic component that is used by a computer to do its work. Nibble contains 4
bits and byte contains 8 bits. Key Points CD-ROM, an abbreviation of compact disc read-only memory, type of computer memory in the form of a compact disc that is read by optical means. It controls the operation of all parts of the computer. Examples of non-volatile memory include: Flash memory. System bus is divided further into three types: data
bus, address bus and control bus. The bootstrap loader is a programme that resides on the EPROM, ROM or other non-volatile memory of the machine. A CD-ROM is a data-containing optical compact disc that has been pre-pressed. Computers embedded in appliances and consumer products have word sizes of 8, 16, or 32 bits. But here we have to get
best possible answer. Output unit:- It consists of devices with the help of which we get the information from the computer. For example, if your user ID and password are stored in a cookie, this saves you from typing the same information over and over again the next time you access that service. It stores data, intermediate results, and instructions
(program). c) to store results into memory d) Both a and bAnswer: (d)8. Key Points Cache memory is an extremely fast memory type that serves as a buffer between RAM and the CPU. Important Points The smallest unit of memory is called a bit. CD-ROMs are a form of read-only memory that computers can read but not write to or delete. Each DRAM
memory cell is made up of a transistor and a capacitor within an integrated circuit, and a data bit is stored in the capacitor. (True) India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students Syntax
errorsInternal errorsSematic errorsLogical errors The correct answer is Syntax errors. Data stored in ROM cannot be electronically modified after the manufacture of the memory device. CD-ROM is a CD that can be read by a computer with an optical drive. Common types of internal errors include Bounds errors, Inserting a null pointer into a
collection, Attempting to use a bad date. The SRAM is volatile in nature which means the data stored in it gets all wiped out once the power supply is cut. It controls all internal and external devices.18. It is where programs and data are kept for long-term storage or when not in immediate use. Cookies are typically used to "maintain the state" of the
browser session. Additional Information Memory devices utilize integrated circuits and are used by operating systems, software, and hardware. MotherBoard It is the main printed circuit board (PCB) It allocates power and allows communication to and between the CPU, RAM and all other computer hardware components. It is a form of a
semiconductor. Motherboard is also known asa) electronic board b) Printed circuit board(PCB) c) Combined device board d) CPU boardAnswer: (b)14. Here, we have listed the most important computer organization and architecture MCQ questions with answers and explanations.This computer architecture MCQ questions can be asked in various
competitive examinations such as RRB, SSC CGL, IBPS (Clerk & PO), Group-D, etc.We have also covered those questions based on computer organization and architecture that have been asked in different competitive exams and can be chanced to ask again in the various exams.You will get multiple-choice questions based on computer architecture
from basic to advanced that will enhance your knowledge to crack any competitive exams. These are bi-directional. RAM and Cache memories are both volatile. This storage capacity is expressed in terms of Bytes. It is used during the reading and writing processes from the disk. Since computer programs must follow strict syntax to compile correctly,
any aspects of the code that do not conform to the syntax of the programming language will produce a syntax error. This unit is a link between the computer and the users. The device used to fetch (or bring) instructions and data into a computer system is calleda) ALU b) Control unit c) Input device d) Output deviceAnswer: (c), Input devices are those
devices with the help of which we enter data into the computer. Key Points The first instructor of the bootstrap loader program of an operating system is stored in BIOS(Basic Input/Output System). Bug A bug computer definition is referred to as a failure or a flaw in the software program. It is a central processing unit on a single integrated circuit
chip containing millions of very small components including transistors, resistors, and diodes that work together. b) Data and Instructions are stored (called data storage). RAM is a volatile memory that temporarily stores the files you are working on. A tape drive provides sequential access storage, unlike a hard disk drive, which provides direct
access storage. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students The correct answer is cookie. They translate the information into a form understandable by the computer. Unlike conventional
magnetic storage technologies (e.g., tapes, floppy disks, and hard disks), CDs and CD-ROMs are not recordable hence the tag “read-only.” Additional Information MP3 File: MP3 (MPEG-1 Audio Layer-3) is a standard technology and format for compressing a sound sequence into a very small file while preserving the original level of sound quality when
it is played. PROM Programmable Read-Only Memory It can be modified once by the user. It is one of the most common music file types. RAM, which stands for random access memory, and ROM, which stands for read-only memory, are both present in your computer. Control bus: Control lines regulate the activity on the bus. c) Processing of data as
per the instructions (called data processing) d) Control of all operations inside the computer and produced the result in the form of output. Note:- USB port is not a storage device. Additional Information Malware Malware is malicious software intended to cause damage to a computer or network. Computer architecture is the organization and
interconnection of various components of the computer system.2. The main components (or basic units) of a computer system area) Input/Output unit b) Central Process Unit (CPU) c) Memory unit (Storage unit) d) All of the aboveAnswer: (d)3. Key Points Internal errors are due to faulty logic or coding in the program. c) It supplies (or feeds) the
converted instructions and data to CPU or memory (i.e. computer system) for further processing. Below each memory level is the range of typical sizes for that memory level. Confusion Points Word size can be of any size. It acts as a buffer between RAM and the CPU. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live
MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students UniprocessorMultiprocessorMultithreadedMulti-meter The correct answer is Uniprocessor. Writing data is faster. For example: serial ports, parallel ports, sound cards, etc. The electronic circuitry that executes
instructions in a computer programme is known as a central processing unit (CPU), also known as a central processor, main processor, or simply processor. A disk drive can move to any position on the disk in a few milliseconds, but a tape drive must physically wind tape between reels to read any one particular piece of data. As its name indicates, the
PRAM is intended as the parallel-computing analogy to the random-access machine. Malware can find its way onto computers when a user clicks a link or email attachment that installs malicious software. Read-only memory refers to memory that is hard-wired and cannot be modified electronically after manufactures, such as a diode matrix or a mask
ROM integrated circuit (IC). The first computer architecture was designed (or developed) ina) 1970 b) 1971 c) 1968 d) 1972Answer: (a), The first computer architecture was designed in 1970. India’s #1 Learning Platform Start Complete Exam Preparation Daily Live MasterClasses Practice Question Bank Mock Tests & Quizzes Get Started for Free
Download App Trusted by 2,71,83,394+ Students Floppy diskHard diskCD-ROMRAM The correct answer is RAM. With more RAM on the computer, the less the CPU has to read data from the external or secondary memory (storage device), allowing the computer to run faster. Cache The cache is the temporary memory officially termed "CPU cache
memory". The computer system is controlled by which component?a) CPU b) RAM c) ROM d) CPU and RAMAnswer: (a)11. The basic purpose of cache memory is to store program instructions that are frequently re-referenced by software during operation. Floppy Disk is a type of disk storage composed of a disk of the thin and flexible magnetic
storage medium. b) to supply the converted results to the outside world. Main memory is sometimes called RAM. As more and more modern software is able to make use of multiprocessing architectures, such as SMP and MPP, the term uniprocessor is therefore used to distinguish the class of computers where all processing tasks share a single CPU.
Additional Information A multiprocessor system consists of more than one processor in a single chip which executes more than one instruction in a single cycle. It is a type of secondary storage. The hard disk is the main device for storing data in the computer. The difference between a nibble and a byte is 4 bits. It is therefore important to save data to
the storage device before the system is turned off.
PLC Interview Questions and Answers : PLC MCQ, Programmable Logic Controllers Examples, PLC Programs, PLC Tutorials, PLC Ladder Logics, PLC Theory. ... have basic architecture compared to normal general purpose ... It is easier to create a new program module or change an existing program in PLC compared to hard wired circuitry system.
These ... Jan 01, 2021 · 37. Explain Hibernate architecture. Hibernate defines a layered architecture that empowers users to operate and perform without knowing the underlying APIs, i.e., Hibernate acts as a framework to build and develop persistence logic independent from the Database software. Hibernate architecture has the main four layers
with: Java application layer Apr 16, 2019 · Here is the list of Top 50+ Manual Testing Interview Questions & Answers to crack your next interview. ... Make sure that software program is malicious program-free and the satisfaction of the product meets the marketplace fashionable. ... It takes a test design approach to the process and is performed with
the primary objective of finding ... Oct 05, 2021 · In this post, we see Software Testing Interview Questions. Our main focus is on questions asked in Real-World Based Manual Testing Interview Questions And Answers.. Before going ahead, let’s see some unavoidable Interview Questions such as Why did you choose Software Testing As Your Career.I
don’t want to take much time of yours but I couldn’t move … There is a free version available in Power BI which allows the user to 1GB data set limit. Pro Software is paid but is cheaper in the market while compared to other BI tools. Power BI is free version and Power Pro is paid. Pro is available to the user at a cost of 9.99USD/month with 10 GB
data limit and 1 million rows/hour data streaming. 1000+ IoT MCQ are arranged chapter-wise! Start practicing now for exams, online tests, quizzes & interviews! Internet of Things MCQ PDF covers topics like IoT Architecture, Sensors, Internet, Embedded Devices, IoT Devices, Fog Computing, Networking, IoT Ecosystem, Cloud and … Aug 13,
2020 · 67. Is AWS RDS available for free? Yes. It is. It is a free tier. RDS is used by the AWS customers, to begin with, the management database service in the cloud for free. 68. State the difference between block storage and file storage?
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